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Smiling Dalglish restores swagger to Liverpool way 
Wolverhampton W 0  
Liverpool 3  
Torres 36 90, Meireles 50  
Kenny Dalglish appreciates much has changed since he last managed Liverpool, 
including, by his own admission, the length of his trousers and the quality of his 
eyesight. Yet the trademark way Dalglish celebrates goals - wide grin, both arms 
raised aloft with fingers outstretched - and his core beliefs about the club he loves 
have not altered in the slightest over the last 20 years.  
After overseeing his first Liverpool victory in his second spell in charge at Anfield, 
Dalglish spoke about how satisfying it was to be "back in the Liverpool way". That 
phrase, to Dalglish, encompasses everything from winning matches, to the club 
conducting its business "behind closed doors" and the players "standing beside 
each other" on the pitch. "I know it's a different era than it was before. But the 
principles are the same," he said.  
Dalglish may have further cheer this week with Damien Comolli, the club's 
director of football strategy, due in Amsterdam today to discuss the pursuit of 
Luis Suarez with Ajax.  
This was a restorative afternoon for Liverpool in so many ways. As well as 
rejoicing at the sight of a rare Liverpool away win, the travelling supporters were 
treated to a Fernando Torres double away from home for the first time in 16 
months and a wonder strike from Raul Meireles that embellished a fine 
performance from the Portugal international. Dalglish, however, took greatest 
pleasure from the collective response from players whose confidence has been 
battered this season.  
"I said when I came in, for the players to have the same belief in themselves that 
other people have. And it's difficult when you're repeatedly knocked down but it's 
great credit to them that they've worked really hard since we came in. This game 
was great evidence that everybody is going to stick together and do what their 
respective responsibilities are to get the best results we can."  
It was also evidence of a much more attacking Liverpool approach away from 
home. Torres reaped the rewards as Liverpool broke in numbers to support the 
Spaniard and punish an abject Wolves side who are heading back to the 
Championship on this form. Meireles was particularly impressive as he set up 
Torres's first, after running on to Christian Poulsen's pass, before thumping a 
sumptuous volley over Wayne Hennessey.  
Although Meireles was Roy Hodgson's signing, it has taken the arrival of Dalglish 
to liberate the midfielder. After 17 Premier League games and 33 shots without 
scoring, he now has two goals in as many matches. The only conundrum for 
Dalglish is where he will play Meireles, who has looked much improved in a 
central attacking midfield role, when Steven Gerrard is back from suspension for 
Fulham's visit on Wednesday.  
The feelgood factor is returning, yet the reality is that it will need much more than 
a victory over a listless Wolves side before any wider conclusions can be drawn.  
"Things change when a new manager comes in and credit to Liverpool, they've 
come down and been a lot better than when we won at Anfield," said Stephen 
Ward. "The second goal came at a vital time and shows the quality that they have. 
You can't legislate for that sort of quality - sticking it in the top corner from 25 
yards."  
It was alarming to see Wolves punt so many balls from back to front as they ran 
out of ideas as to how to penetrate a Liverpool defence who had failed to keep a 
clean sheet in their previous seven matches. The one silver lining was Adam 
Hammill's debut. Hammill, a former Liverpool academy graduate who was signed 
from Barnsley in the week, played with wit and imagination during his 17-minute 
cameo and could have pulled a goal back.  
The enduring image at Molineux, however, was the Liverpool manager 
celebrating with that iconic pose we have seen so many times before. "I used to 
wear shorter trousers [in the past]," said Dalglish, who laughed off suggestions 
nothing has changed by also pointing out he needs contact lenses now. "If you 
can't enjoy somebody scoring, then you shouldn't be standing there. It's not an 
act. It's just spontaneous."  
Man of the match Raul Meireles (Liverpool)  

 

 
Dalglish lifts Anfield cloud 
Wolverhampton 0  
Att: 28,869  
Liverpool 3  
Torres 36, 90, Meireles 50  
Arms aloft, eyes alight and smile on full beam: Kenny Dalglish's goal celebration 
has always been one of the signature motifs of football.  
He was at it again at Molineux on Saturday, delighting in two poacher's strikes 
from Fernando Torres that Dalglish's old attacking accomplice, Ian Rush, would 
have relished. They came either side of a volley from Raul Meireles that Dalglish 
himself would have been proud of.  
Wolves were limited opponents, hard-working but lacking a cutting edge, but the 
well-taken goals were worth Dalglish reprising his old celebration act. Little had 
changed.  
"I used to wear shorter trousers but that's it!" smiled Liverpool's manager. "If 
you're standing there and you can't enjoy somebody scoring a goal for you, or 
winning a match, then I shouldn't be standing there. It's not an act. It's just 
spontaneous."  
Dalglish's return has carried plenty of romance, reviving memories of happier 
days for Liverpool, but the hard-nosed Scot knew that results had to improve as 
well as the mood. Even during the defeats to Manchester United and Blackpool, 
and the draw with Everton, the cloud of negativity around the club had lifted. 
"You can feel the difference," observed Christian Poulsen, the Liverpool 
midfielder. "At Wolves, it was unbelievable how the away fans supported the 
manager."  
Not that unbelievable. Liverpool fans have always loved King Kenny and that 
devotion has intensified with his willingness to answer the club's SOS. "Somebody 
asked if I thought coming back would tarnish my standing with the fans, and I 
said, 'Quite the reverse; if I hadn't come back I couldn't have been a supporter'. 
Because every time we need some help, we help each other."  
Dalglish described his style as "not dictatorial", adding it was more about the 
power of the collective.  
Along with Steve Clarke, Dalglish has helped restore the players' brittle belief. 
Torres looks sharper, hungrier. "It's difficult when you're repeatedly knocked 
down but it's great credit to the players that they've worked really hard since we 
came in," continued Dalglish.  
"It's been tough for everybody at Liverpool this season. This game was great 
evidence that everybody is going to stick together."  
Wolves were physical, but not excessively so, and Dalglish's players rose to the 
challenge. "They wanted to win. Straight from the kick-off they had to defend as if 
their lives depended on it. Then when they got the opportunity to pass it, they did 
pass it and scored three goals," said Dalglish.  
The first was very well worked, Meireles running on to Poulsen's pass and setting 
up Torres. The second was a gem, Meireles scoring with a wonderful volley. 
Torres rounded off what Dalglish called "a good day at the office" with another 
close-range strike. Dalglish is trying to bring back the club's old pass-and-move 
tradition. "There were some things that were a little bit different," Poulsen noted. 
"We tried to play the ball more through the middle and it worked well."  
Wolves never got going, although Adam Hammill looked lively when appearing 
from the bench for his debut. Mick McCarthy's side have some more awkward 
games coming up, Bolton Wanderers and Arsenal away either side of the visit of 
Manchester United. Liverpool have home matches with Fulham on Wednesday, 
then Stoke.  
"Wednesday is an important game and we've also got our captain [Steven 
Gerrard] back [from suspension] which is a big plus," added Dalglish. "In February 
we'll get our other talisman back because we'll get Carra. And if we get success in 
the market we may get some others."  
Charlie Adam, Stephen Warnock and Luis Suarez remain firmly on Liverpool's 
radar. Damien Comolli, the Director of Football Strategy, will hold talks with Ajax 
today as the two clubs look to reach agreement over a deal for Suarez. The Dutch 
outfit are yet to offer any leeway on their [pounds sterling]25 million valuation. 
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Dalglish glimpses good old days thanks to Hodgson's homework 
It was like he had never been away. As he prowled the touchline with that same 
boyish enthusiasm, there was more than a whiff in the air of the halcyon days that 
Kenny Dalglish had helped to create, with enough signs of progress here to 
convince him that his second coming was not the retrograde step many had 
feared.  
But after a first victory in four games, and Liverpool's first in this particular corner 
of the Black Country since 1979, it was difficult not to feel sympathy for his much-
maligned predecessor, who was booted out of Anfield so unceremoniously to 
make way for King Kenny.  
Roy Hodgson did his homework extensively on Raul Meireles before spending 
[pounds sterling]11.5m on him in the summer, but sadly the Portugal 
international has appeared capable of fulfilling such vast expectation only since 
his former manager's departure. Meireles was excellent here, with his second 
goal in a week one for the DVD collection.  
You could also count on the fingers of one hand how many impressive 
performances Fernando Torres produced under Hodgson, but he appeared back 
to his predatory best here, with two carbon copy goals.  
That this comfortable victory was achieved without Steven Gerrard, who will 
return from suspension against Fulham on Wednesday night, should provide 
Dalglish with even more optimism. In addition, Liverpool are also expected to 
table a bid for Aston Villa's left-back Stephen Warnock in the next few days to 
bolster numbers in defence.  
The last time Dalglish won a game with Liverpool The Simpsons were No 1 in the 
pop charts. Much has changed since then, but Dalglish is still reading from the 
same management manual.  
He said: "We just stand beside each other, and help each other. And we make 
sure that what we're doing, we're doing correctly. It's not dictatorial. It's just 
being responsible.  
"Somebody asked if I thought that coming back would tarnish my standing with 
the supporters, and I said, 'Quite the reverse - if I hadn't come back I couldn't 
have been a supporter'.  
"Because every time we need some help, we help each other. If people thought I 
could help in some small way, then fine. I wasn't thinking about myself. The same 
as what happened when I was given the job all those years ago. They thought I 
could be of help to them. Why? I never asked but it's up to them. I was just 
delighted they asked and there was no way I was going to say no."  
This result never looked in doubt on an awful paddy field of a playing surface. 
Torres had already tested Wayne Hennessey after cleverly bypassing Richard 
Stearman but could barely miss eight minutes before the break, from Meireles' 
pass.  
Meireles unleashed a dipping volley from 20 yards that looped over Hennessey 
and into the top corner early in the second period and a desperately poor 
afternoon for Wolves was made worse when Dirk Kuyt broke into the area in 
injury time and set up Torres for another simple finish.  
This was an alarming performance from Wolves. Against Manchester City and 
Chelsea they secured home wins by using a high-tempo, pressure game to 
unnerve their opponents. But this was a different strategy - and it didn't work. 
McCarthy is adamant that his team will survive, but they can ill afford a repeat of 
this tepid, indifferent performance.  
Wolves defender Stephen Ward, whose winner at Anfield in December hastened 
Hodgson's exit, is refusing to panic, even though the club are only off the bottom 
on goal difference.  
He said: "This is a disappointment but it's certainly not the end of the road. We're 
in a spell at the moment when we are playing against some of the best teams and 
the best clubs.  
"If we can get through that and stay in and around the chasing pack then we'll 
have every chance because we've then got to try and get results against the 
teams around us." 

 
Reds impress as Kenny Dalglish chalks up first win back as boss 
KENNY Dalglish recorded his first win as caretaker manager as Liverpool recorded 
their second away league win of the season against Wolves. 
Two Fernando Torres goals and a stunner from Raul Meireles were the difference 
as the Reds ran out comfortable 3-0 victors. 
The result sees Liverpool march up to tenth in the Premiership, level on points 
with Newcastle on 29 points. 
Wolves were rugged and committed in their approach, but ultimately Dalglish's 
man had too much class and cutting edge for Mick McCarthy's men,. 
Liverpool made one change from the side which drew 2-2 in the Merseyside derby 
at Anfield on Sunday. 
Jay Spearing made way for Christian Poulsen in midfield as captain Steven Gerrard 
served out the last game of his three match ban. 
The Reds started the game four points above the relegation zone with their 
opponents rooted second from bottom on 21 points. 
Liverpool were hoping to turn around the 1-0 defeat suffered at Anfield at the 
hands of Wolves around three weeks ago. 
Mick McCarthy's side had not done the league double over the Reds for 50 years 
and were on a high after scoring five against Doncaster in the FA Cup on Tuesday. 
Christian Poulsen, a surprise inclusion by Dalglish, had an unfortunate start after 
he was booked just three minutes into the game for a lunging tackle on Stephen 
Ward as he tried to break away on the right. 
Wolves started brightly but it was Liverpool who made the first opening after 
eight minutes when good interplay between Johnson and Lucas on the left 
resulted in a strike on a goal from Poulsen which was blocked. 
In an uneventful first 20 minutes, the Reds won a number of free-kicks for 
challenges from behind on Fernando Torres and Maxi Rodriguez which incensed 
the Molineux crowd. 
Liverpool created by far the clearest opportunity of the game on 21 minutes after 
a perceptive long ball from Meireles found Torres who turned inside and called 
Wayne Hennessey into action with a left foot strike. 
It was a physical game with Daniel Agger and Kevin Doyle tussling for the ball on 
the edge of the Reds penalty box and Raul Meireles going down on 27 minutes 
with a blow to the face. 
Despite plenty of Wolves endeavour, it was Dalglish's men who went close again 
when Kuyt's flick fell to Torres and his backheel was met with a fierce low strike 
from Meireles which flashed past the Wanderers' upright. 
On 34 minutes, Liverpool, now getting into their stride, tested Hennessey again 
when Rodriguez turned and shot straight at the goalkeeper following a searching 
Torres pass. 
And the pressure told one minute later when Raul Meireles broke clear from a 
Poulsen pass, as Ronald Zubar played him clearly onside, and he patiently waited 
for Torres to pull alongside, allowing the Reds number nine to tap home. 
It was no more than Liverpool deserved as the Spaniard once again proved his 
barren scoring run is well and truly behind him. 
Reina had to be alert almost immediately to grasp a well-directed Steven Fletcher 
drive seconds later and Liverpool almost conceded in first half stoppage time 
when a Stephen Hunt free kick fell to Christophe Berra whose effort was 
smothered by Reina. 
After the break, the Reds continued where they had left off as a Rodriguez 
through ball found Dirk Kuyt sprinting clear, but the Dutchman only reached the 
ball a split second before an outrushing Hennessey and his prodded effort was 
easily blocked. 
But it mattered not as a wonder strike from Meireles on 49 minutes put Liverpool 
two nil up. 
A Daniel Agger free kick from inside the Reds penalty area was headed clear, but 
it dropped to the Portuguese international from Berra's headed clearance and he 
volleyed brilliantly home from 25 yards out. 
Wolves rallied following that setback and Liverpool had to defend stoutly as Matt 
Jarvis on the left began to look dangerous. 
On 65 minutes, Steven Fletcher turned and lashed a swerving strike straight at 
Reina, who gathered at the second attempt. 
There was plenty of huff and puff from Wolves, but clear-cut chances were hard 
to come by as Liverpool defended well. 
Dalglish's men had a golden opportunity to seal the game on 73 minutes when 
Torres fed Meireles out wide and the midfielder's cross found the substitute Jonjo 
Shelvey with only Hennessey to beat, but he skewed badly wide. 
Adam Hammill, on as a substitute against his former club, had a notable chance to 
pull one back, but the ball came to him too quickly and the shot was scuffed. 
Liverpool were trying to wrap up the match and, on 83 minutes, they had a 
penalty claim turned down as a Torres' shot, from a Shelvey pass and Reina throw 
out, appeared to strike the hand of Berra, but referee Martin Atkinson waved 
away the pleas. 
But on 90 minutes, it was all over as Glen Johnson released Kuyt through on goal, 
and although he was stopped in his tracks before pulling the trigger, the ball 
squirted to Torres who lashed home from close range. 
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Sublime Meireles tames Wolves 
Wolves 0  
Liverpool 3  
Torres 36, 90 Meireles 50  
Att: 28,869  
Inspiring Fernando Torres was one of Kenny Dalglish's priorities. He is clearly 
getting a response. One of the world's great strikers is coming out of hibernation 
and, with his two goals here, he helped secure Dalglish's first win since taking over 
as caretaker manager - in fact his first win as a Liverpool manager in just short of 
20 years.  
Torres has been a subdued, even surly, figure for much of this season, never 
recovering his form after struggling at the World Cup.  
In the last days of Roy Hodgson's reign, his body language was of a player who 
had lost his hunger. After an impressive performance against Everton, and this 
accomplished display, he is clearly getting his appetite back. "That was the best 
Torres performance since I've come in, not just in terms of his goals but his work-
rate," Dalglish said. "It really helped us. He was fantastic, really worked his socks 
off. That will do for us every week."  
The defeat to Wolves at Anfield at the end of last month, was the catalyst for 
Liverpool's American owners to replace Hodgson. At the final whistle the stadium 
resounded to the boos of Liverpool fans, many of whom had chanted for Dalglish 
earlier in the game. How quickly the atmosphere around this club has changed.  
If Dalglish has reinvigorated Torres, he has also begun to coax the best out of Raul 
Meireles. The Portuguese midfielder made the first and scored the spectacular 
second in a man-of-the-match performance. He was signed by Hodgson but did 
not play to his potential as he was often stationed out of position on the right. 
Dalglish played him in a free role in support of Torres yesterday and he excelled. 
He still gets physically intimidated on occasion but his movement and use of the 
ball was exceptional at Molineux.  
He gave an indication that he was in confident mood after 20 minutes, when he 
hit a superb pass over the top into the path of Torres, who slipped the ball round 
the defender only to shoot straight at Wayne Hennessey. Twelve minutes later he 
hit a volley across the face of goal from a Torres flick. He looked sharp.  
When Christian Poulsen, recalled to the team and looking solid despite an early 
booking, hit a fine pass into the right channel, Meireles was clear.  
The home fans expected to see Sian Massey, the assistant referee, raise her flag 
but Ronald Zubar had not stepped up and played the Portugal midfielder onside.  
Meireles closed in on goal and squared for Torres to finish.  
Neither team benefited from playing on a very poor pitch that was cutting up 
badly underfoot and leaving divots and, for the first half an hour, it was fairly 
attritional stuff. "Just a scrap," was Mick McCarthy's description.  
Wolves tried to capitalise by closing down their opponents aggressively - the 
game had an ill-tempered, petty quality at times - but their use of the ball 
frustrated the home support. David Jones had been dropped, with Karl Henry 
returning and that seemed to impact Wolves' passing - they certainly did not get 
the ball out to their wide players as well as they have previously.  
Both Steven Fletcher and Kevin Doyle worked hard for little reward. The closest 
Wolves came to scoring was when, just before the break, Nenad Milijas could not 
force the ball over the line after it had come to him at the far post from Stephen 
Hunt's free-kick.  
Five minutes after the break and Meireles scored the decisive second with a piece 
of technical brilliance. Dan Agger launched a deep free-kick to the edge of the 
Wolves box and Christophe Berra's clearing header dropped in front of Meireles. 
He whipped his right boot through the dropping ball, leading with the laces, and it 
arched up and dipped dramatically underneath the bar. "You could have had two 
goalkeepers and still not stopped that," said McCarthy.  
From that point on, Liverpool could wait and hit Wolves on the break. Jonjo 
Shelvey, on for Poulsen, came close to finishing one excellent counter before 
Torres finished another sweeping move in stoppage time. Glen Johnson sent Dirk 
Kuyt clear and the Dutchman closed on goal, seemingly intent on shooting despite 
Torres being well-placed.  
Richard Stearman, who had tussled tetchily with Torres all game, slid in to tackle 
and the ball broke to the Spain striker. He finished into the roof of the net.  
There is still much improvement needed from this Liverpool team. The pitch did 
not help but not until they had the lead did they use the ball as comfortably as 
you would expect. But there is no doubt that Dalglish, along with Steve Clarke and 
Sammy Lee, are provoking improvement. With home games against Fulham and 
Stoke coming up, they could really generate some much-needed momentum.  
Dalglish's next problem? How to integrate Steven Gerrard back into this team - 
this was the last game of his three-match ban. Will he switch Meireles into a more 
defensive role? Or will Gerrard have to sacrifice some of his attacking instincts?  
These are the kind of problems Dalglish will relish.  

 

 
Torres leaves Wolves in low spirits: Rejuvenated striker and a 'wonder 
goal' from Hodgson signing gives Dalglish his first win as Liverpool show 
fight 
WOLVES 0  
LIVERPOOL 3  
Torres 36 90 Meireles 50  
They welcomed him back as their messiah and, although this performance was 
less celestial than the scoreline might suggest, Liverpool loyalists had tangible 
reason to celebrate Kenny Dalglish's second coming when, at the fourth time of 
asking, he conjured his first win.  
It will have mattered little to the fraternity who never walk alone that the man of 
the match and engineer of this comprehensive win was Raul Meireles, who was 
signed by the unlamented Roy Hodgson. Dalglish and his followers will prefer to 
dwell on the galvanising effect the new regime has had on Fernando Torres, who 
scored twice and worked with an appetite and an enthusiasm that were 
conspicuous by their absence before the managerial change.  
Of his principal striker's efforts, the Liverpool manager said: "That's the best I've 
seen him since I came back. It wasn't just his goals, the work-rate he put in was 
fantastic."  
It was Meireles, however, who scored easily the best goal of the three and the 
excellence of his contribution in the hole behind Torres left him looking good 
value at the pounds 11.5m Hodgson paid Porto last summer.  
Interestingly, his best position is the one vacated by Steven Gerrard, suspended 
after seeing red, in more ways than one, at Old Trafford. When the captain 
returns, against Fulham at home on Wednesday, the Portuguese craftsman will 
probably be withdrawn deeper into midfield, to the detriment of his talents as an 
auxiliary forward.  
While few will begrudge Dalglish the "elation" he said he felt last night, the result 
behind it should be kept in perspective. Wolves are relegation fodder and had the 
look of bottom-three material throughout. Their victory over Chelsea on 5 January 
and the three goals they scored against Manchester City last weekend were a 
mystery after this stumblebum showing. Suffice to say, inconsistency on this level 
does not augur well.  
Liverpool began nervously after their recent travails, a lack of confidence 
underlined when Jose Reina put successive goal-kicks into touch on either side of 
the pitch. They need not have worried. Wolves were physically competitive but 
had precious little else to offer, and Torres (twice) and Meireles threatened to 
score before the first goal arrived, after 36 minutes. Christian Poulsen's 
penetrative long ball down the right had Mick McCarthy's defenders claiming 
offside as Meireles fastened on to it and set up Torres for what amounted to a 
tap-in. The appeals were ill-conceived, the decision by the referee's assistant a 
good one, with Ronald Zubar playing the attackers on. Full marks Sian Massey, 
who was running a Premier League line for the first time.  
In the first half in particular it was a niggly game, with Torres and Richard 
Stearman fighting a private battle that continued when the ball was elsewhere. 
Dalglish professed himself pleased that his team were up for it when the going got 
tough, as evidenced by their three bookings. "We competed very well," he said. 
"The players showed pride in themselves and the club. The margin may look 
comprehensive, but a lot of hard work went into achieving it."  
Having won the right to play, to lapse into dressing-room argot, Liverpool made 
their technical superiority count in the second half, when Meireles doubled the 
margin with a 25-yard volley into Wayne Hennessey's top-left corner. It was a 
strike of the highest class, McCarthy calling it a "wonder goal" and admitting that 
two goalkeepers wouldn't have stopped it.  
In extremis, McCarthy sent on Adam Hammill, the 22-year-old winger he signed 
from Barnsley in midweek, in place of Stephen Hunt. Hammill, who started his 
career as a Liverpool trainee before drifting off to Dunfermline, was an immediate 
improvement, his crosses more testing than Hunt's, but they came to naught for 
the want of a decent target. Kevin Doyle, inexplicably, operated too deep to get 
on the end of anything.  
Jonjo Shelvey, presented with a straightforward chance by another inviting pass 
from Meireles, ought to have made it 3-0 before Torres finally did so in the 90th 
minute, when Dirk Kuyt left him with his second tap-in and his ninth goal of the 
season.  
Dalglish is up and running. He said: "My feeling at the moment is elation because 
our success came from playing as a team. This is something for us to build on." 
Fulham beware, the old beast is stirring.  
Molineux 28,869  
Game rating 6/10 Referee Martin Atkinson  
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Liverpool and Torres start to feel 'the Dalglish effect' 
Starting the day equidistant from a Europa League berth and the relegation zone, 
Liverpool finished it closer to the happier place after easing to a first victory of 
Kenny Dalglish's second coming. On this form, it should be one of many.  
Making light of a soft, bobbly pitch, the visitors created all the chances for half an 
hour, scored through Fernando Torres shortly afterwards and added second-half 
goals from the excellent Raul Meireles, early, and Torres, late. Meireles - whisper 
it - was signed by Roy Hodgson, for whom a home defeat by Wolves in December 
was the straw that broke the camel's back and shattered the owners' increasingly 
thin patience.  
A repeat of that notable success was never on the cards as Liverpool won for the 
first time on this ground since March 1978, when Dalglish had scored twice. 
Yesterday, he was confined to raising both arms in that familiar fashion as the 
goals went in and emphasising the Liverpool virtues of collective effort and spirit, 
allied to individual talent. "The way the lads competed was fantastic," he said. "It 
may have been a comprehensive win in the end but only because of the hard 
work and effort we put in."  
Mick McCarthy, the Wolves manager, pointed to the mistakes in trying to play 
offside that led to two goals, and admitted to a lack of killer instinct. "We let them 
off the hook," he said. Then there was the Dalglish effect: "Kenny's come out of 
the stand and is enjoying a support and warmth that Roy [Hodgson] didn't, and 
they're on a roll because of it."  
Despite good work from Matt Jarvis down the flanks, Wolves were outplayed in 
midfield. When scoring opportunities materialised at 2-0 down they were unable 
to take one of them and are now in serious trouble. An FA Cup tie at home to 
Stoke next weekend offers only brief respite from a difficult run of games that will 
shortly land Manchester United and Arsenal in their path.  
After the feast of 10 goals in the past three games, they were back to the famine 
of earlier in the season, even with Kevin Doyle and Steven Fletcher both operating 
in attack and Jarvis and the less effective Steven Hunt out wide. Not for 38 
minutes did Pepe Reina in Liverpool's goal have shot to save - from Fletcher - and 
by that time his team were in front.  
The goal owed something to the assistant referee, Sian Massey, who spotted 
Wolves' right-back Ronald Zubar was just playing Meireles onside as he took 
Christian Poulsen's pass and squared the ball for Torres to tap in. That was nine 
minutes before the interval and five minutes into the second half Meireles struck 
a beautiful 25-yard volley into the net when Daniel Agger's free-kick was headed 
out to him.  
Midway through the half each team introduced a young substitute who almost 
scored immediately. Jonjo Shelvey, in whom Dalglish clearly has great faith, 
replaced Poulsen and with his first touch was narrowly wide on a swift counter-
attack. Then Adam Hammill, the former Liverpool trainee just signed from 
Barnsley, scuffed his shot from seven yards. Wolves desperately needed a goal at 
that stage to take advantage of any lingering uncertainties in the opposition 
ranks. Doyle headed over the bar but the visiting defence, with Glen Johnson at 
left-back and Agger back for Sotirios Kyrgiakos, looked more secure than in 
previous weeks.  
Further forward, Dirk Kuyt was a workaholic as usual, and when he was played 
onside by further careless defending in the final minute, Christophe Berra's 
challenge could not prevent the Dutchman finding Torres for a decisive last word.  
The manager's last word on his Spanish striker was: "I thought he was fantastic 
and worked his socks off. It was the best he's played since I came in, the way he 
worked."  
Substitutes: Wolves: Hammill for Hunt (72). Liverpool: Shelvey for Poulsen (73), 
Aurelio for Maxi (81).  
Bookings: Liverpool: Meireles, Poulsen, Torres  
Attendance: 28,869  
Referee: Martin Atkinson  
Man of the match: Meireles  
Match rating: 6/10 

 

 
Torres and Meireles deliver Dalglish's first win 
WOLVES 0 
LIVERPOOL 3 
Torres 36, 90+4 Meireles 50 
WITH THE game decided and the home fans hurrying from the stadium, Fernando 
Torres slammed a thirdLiverpool goal into the roof of the net. 
At that moment Kenny Dalglish turned and high-fived his assistant Sammy Lee 
and, for a second, you wondered about Roy Hodgson. Was he watching from his 
living room or has he already disengaged from his former life? His take on the 
match would have been interesting because on the afternoon of Dalglish's first 
victory on his second coming as Liverpool manager, it was Hodgson's last signing, 
Raul Meireles, who did most to turn a tough assignment into decisive victory. The 
Portuguese set up the first, scored a wondrous second and generally tormented 
Wolves' defence through clever running and incisive passing. 
You wonder, too, what Hodgson would have made of the two-goal performance 
by Torres. It wasn't that Torres didn't score goals for Hodgson but that, too often, 
the Spaniard played as if unsure whether to commit to the regime. He bristled 
with intent here, ran from the first to the 94th minute and reminded us of who he 
once was. 
Dalglish was effusive in his praise of the striker: "It's the best since I've come in. It 
wasn't just the goals, it was the workrate that helped us. He showed he wanted to 
do something and he did it." 
Let us be polite here and say that Torres has seemed energised by the change in 
manager and his three goals in the past two games come with the promise of 
many more before the season's end. 
There was improvement in virtually every aspect of the Liverpool performance. 
Wolves had won at Anfield last month, they have beaten both Chelsea and 
Manchester City at Molineux this season and they were true to their nature here; 
enthusiastic and hardworking. But to get something from this game, Wolves 
couldn't afford to give away the first goal because that would play to Liverpool's 
strength on the counterattack. 
Thirty-seven minutes had passed when Wolves made the game's decisive mistake. 
Three defenders pushed up, Ronald Zubar hung back and when Christian Poulsen 
picked out Meireles down the right, he was so far clear of his markers, it seemed 
he had to be offside. 
But Sian Massey, the lineswoman on that side, made an excellent call in keeping 
her flag down and Meireles played a simple pass to the inrushing Torres, who 
finished without fuss. 
"We let them off the hook by trying to play offside," said the Wolves manager, 
Mick McCarthy. 
There was nothing the defence could do about the second five minutes after the 
break as Meireles seized on Christophe Berra's headed clearance to thunder a 
wonderful looping volley into the roof of the net. "You put two goalkeepers in for 
that and we're not stopping it," admitted McCarthy. 
Two goals down, Wolves increased the tempo and got deeper 
into Liverpool territory but you admired their spirit with fatalism. Songwriter Paul 
Simon wrote a line that seemed appropriate: "You know the nearer your 
destination, the more you're slip slidin' away." 
Wolves made countless crosses, they fired balls into the penalty area but Pepe 
Reina never had a save to make. There was much to admire in the efforts of Matt 
Jarvis against the excellent Martin Kelly. Stephen Fletcher played grittily up front 
and the team continued to believe they could get back into the game. But their 
pursuit was desperate and the likely consequence was a third for the visitors. 
Jonjo Shelvey might have got it but missed. However, Torres didn't after Dirk Kuyt 
was foiled by Richard Stearman and the ball ricocheted kindly into the Spaniard's 
path. 
Twenty years had passed since Dalglish last won a match as Liverpool manager. 
The next victory will come sooner than that, perhaps as early as Wednesday 
evening against Hodgson's old club Fulham. 
Star man: Raul Meireles (Liverpool) Yellow cards: Liverpool: Meireles, Poulsen, 
Torres Referee: M Atkinson Attendance: 28,869. Wolves: Hennessey 6, Zubar 5, 
Stearman 6, Berra 6, Ward 6, Jarvis 6, Milijas 5, Henry 6, Hunt 6 (Hammill 72min), 
Doyle 5, Fletcher 6 
Liverpool: Reina 6, Kelly 6, Skrtel 6, Agger 7, G Johnson 6, Kuyt 6, Poulsen 6 
(Shelvey 73min), Lucas 6, Maxi Rodriguez 6 (Aurelio 81min), Meireles 9, Torres 8 
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Dalglish praises his pass masters 
Wolves 0 
Liverpool 3 
Torres 36, 90+1, Meireles 50 
Referee: M Atkinson. Attendance: 28,869 
As with everything, context is provided by what has gone before. Twenty-four 
days after Liverpool's season hit a low ebb with a home defeat by 
Wolverhampton Wanderers, they demolished the same opponents on their own 
patch, displaying a swagger and performing with an elan that had been 
unimaginable on that coldest of December nights. 
In terms of personnel, only one key figure has changed since then. It is Kenny 
Dalglish who now stalks the touchline with Roy Hodgson's reign having come to 
an ignominious but merciful end. And yet the revolution in style and approach is 
as vivid as Liverpool's improvement. In this respect, everything has changed, 
changed utterly. 
"Things change when a new manager comes in and credit to Liverpool, they've 
come down here and been a lot better than when we won at Anfield," said 
Stephen Ward, who scored the decisive goal for Wolves on the previous occasion 
the teams met. 
The transformation is such that the fear and loathing that had threatened to 
derail Liverpool altogether have been replaced with hope and expectation - all 
this in less than a month. 
That this was the first victory in the second coming of "King Kenny" should not 
detract from the restoration of a philosophy that accompanied his ascent to the 
throne. Gone is the direct playing style that had put Hodgson at odds with the 
club's fans, the emphasis again on pass and move. Players who had previously 
been rendered virtually immobile by the tactical straitjacket that had been placed 
onthemarenowperformingwithafluid artistry even against opponents, such as 
Wolves, who set out to deny them freedom of expression. 
"It comes close to the Dutch style," Dirk Kuyt said, in a statement that would only 
have drawn astonished guffaws had it been issued a month earlier. "Playing with 
early pressure on the opponents and a passing game with the ball low on the 
ground. Not all those long balls any more." 
To describe it as "total football" would be stretching things but under 
Dalglish Liverpool have renewed their commitment to play the game in a manner 
more in keeping with the club's rich traditions. To emphasise this transformation 
in ideology, Liverpool scored a goal at Molineux, their third unanswered goal of 
the game, that would stand comparison to many from their illustrious past as 31 
passes were played before Fernando Torres gave the move a finishing f lourish. 
"I know it's a different era, but the principles are the same," Dalglish said. 
What made the style of Liverpool's victory all the more impressive was that they 
had earned the right to play in such a fashion. "For 35 minutes it was a battle," 
Mick McCarthy, the Wolves manager, said without fear of contradiction. 
Dalglish certainly did not disagree, hailing his own players for emerging from a 
skirmish that would once have overwhelmed them and thriving as they stamped 
their own, more aesthetically pleasing, ideals on the game. 
"They wanted everything," the Liverpool manager said. "They wanted to win. 
Straight from the kick-off they had to defend like their lives depended on it, to 
compete in the air and compete for the second ball. Then when they got the 
opportunity to pass it, they did pass it and scored three goals." 
If Raul Meireles was the symbol of this win - creating the first goal, scoring the 
second with a sumptuous volley and generally showing that while he may not 
have an iron fist, he most certainly possesses a velvet glove - Torres is the motif 
of Liverpool's revival. The argument that all the Spaniard required to be coaxed 
out of hibernation was support appears irresistible after he again thrived as 
midfield runners joined together in attack at every opportunity. 
It is hard to recall a previous opportunity when Torres was presented with a pair 
of tap-ins to enhance his goalscoring reputation but it happened against Wolves 
either side of Meireles's strike. The leading actor has a supporting cast now and 
he again looks every inch the forward who drove defenders to distraction if not 
drink during his first couple of seasons on these shores. 
It is he who is benefiting most from the Dalglish effect but Liverpool as a whole 
are reaping the rewards. Their fans still croon about winning the championship in 
May, more out of fondness for the tune that accompanies the song than any great 
belief that it could happen, but the terrace hymn also demands "a team that plays 
the Liverpool way". As December has given way to January, the ushering in of a 
new year has brought with it a resolution and a revolution, both inspired by 
Dalglish, which makes a return to the playing style they long for a realistic 
proposition. 
Ratings WOLVES 4-4-2 WHennessey 6 R Zubar 5 C Berra 6 R Stearman 5 S Ward 6 
M Jarvis 7 K Henry 6 NMilijas 5 S Hunt 6 K Doyle 5 S Fletcher 6 Substitute: A 
Hammill (for Hunt, 73min). Not used:M Hahnemann, J Craddock, D Jones, S Vokes, 
S Mouyokolo, D Davis. Next: Bolton Wanderers (a). LIVERPOOL 4-5-1 J M Reina 7 
MKelly 7 M Skrtel 6 D Agger 7 G Johnson 6 D Kuyt 7 C Poulsen 0 7 Lucas Leiva 7 R 
Meireles 0 9 MRodriguez 6 F Torres 0 8 Substitutes: J Shelvey (for Poulsen, 
73min), F Aurelio (for Rodriguez, 81). Not used: P Gulacsi, J Cole, D Pacheco, S 
Kyrgiakos, J Spearing. Next: Fulham (h). 

 

 


